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phorised, the phosphorus being elimi- combined carbon, it will be possible to pro

nated as a phosphate of iron, or, if the duce, not only spring steel of a superior

slag is of a highly calcareous basic cha- quality, but steel suitable for agricultural

racter, as phosphate of lime. The metal implements, or for edge tools. Mr. Reese

AND remains as a nearly pure iron , for subsequent believes that rails madeby the basic-process

treatment according to the purpose for ingot iron, and containing •60 to • 75 per cent.

WORLD OF SCIENCE AND ART.
for which it is required. If ferro -man- of carbon ,will be stronger, tougher, and wear

ganese is added , to partly reduce the oxygen , double the tonnage of those now produced

themetal when cast into ingots and rolled by the Bessemer acid process, andhe asserts

will be found much superior to fibrous that the metal will be better adapted for

wrought -iron made by the puddling pro- tin -plates, for galvanising, for stamping,

FRIDAY, JANUARY 14, 1881 . cess. When ingot steel is required , the and for drop- forgings, than has everbeen

metal, according to Mr. Reese, should be produced by any other process . That is a

removed from the slag, and be deoxidised tolerably long list of improvements; but, as

and recarbonised in theusual manner. The a conclusion , Mr.Reese expressed the belief

ARTICLES.
most desirable metal for the new basic pro- that the fluid process — the Bessemer and

cess is one low in silicon , and containing open -hearth - with the basic dephosphoris

from 2 to 3 per cent. of phosphorus. When ing improvement, will, in time, supersede

AN AMERICAN VIEW OF THE DE- metal containing 2 per cent. of phosphorus all others for the production of iron and

is treated in

PHOSPHORISING PROCESS.
lime-lined converter, steel, and will ultimately enable the United

in the presence of 25 per cent. of a highly States to become the greatest exporter of

ΤΗ

THE new basic dephosphorising process, calcareous basic slag, says Mr. Reese, the iron and steel in the world. It will be

known in this country as the Gilchrist- slag will be found to contain 18:32 per cent. understood, then, from these remarks, with

Thomas, and worked under those patents of phosphoric acid to weight of slag , or 4:58 what interest ironworkers are watching the

by Messrs. Bolckow , Vaughan, and Co., is per cent. to weight of metal. This calcare- experiments at Eston , for though they may

the subject of litigation in the United ous phosphoritic slag Mr. Reese proposes not be quite so sanguine as Mr. Reese , the

States, Mr. Jacob Reese, of Pittsburg, to utilise a flux in th- blast - furnace alleged inventor of the process in the States,

claiming priority of invention in all the instead of so much limestone, in order to they do not shut their eyes to the fact that

essential features of the process. We are not economise the cost of the basic calcareous the basic dephosphorising process has the

concerned with the claims of the rival in- slag, and by adding phosphorus to the metal promise of creating a revolution in the iron

ventors, but as Mr. Reese has recently read to render the operations in the blast- furnace trade.

a paper before the Engineers' Society of less costly, while securing an absolute con

Western Pennsylvania, it may be interesting trol of the production of a minimum of 2

to see what he thinks may be expected from per cent . of phosphorus in the metal made REVIEWS.

the new process. When the base of a slag from any class of ores. The rationale of the The Power of Movement in Plants. By

is a metal, the slag is said to be basic; process is that it is more convenient and

hence, oxide of iron and oxide of calcium practicable to eliminate by the basic process

CHAS. DARWIN, LL.D. , F.R.S. , assisted

by FRANCIS DARWIN . London : John

are highly basic s'ags. When a metallic | 2 per cent. of phosphorus from an other
Murray, 1880.

processis conducted in the presence of such wise pure iron , than it is to get rid of one

a slag, it is called a basic process; but when tenth of that quantity if the metal also THAT, under certain circumstances, such

the slag is composed of a metalloid , such as contains 2 per cent. of silicon . Mr. Reese, plants as the Mimosa sensitiva, the

silicon , phosphorus, or sulphur oxidised to after describing several technical processes Venus' fly -trap, the Drosera or Sun -dew,

their acids, it is called an acid slag. A blast- based on the above principle , turned to the &c. , exhibit active movements, has long

furnace is lined with brick or stone , and more important part of his subject - what been a familiar fact. It will be news, how

though limestone is used as a flux, owingto we may expect from the new dephosphoris- ever, to thereader who has not made botany

the silicious character of the ore and the ing process. Ashas been mentionedabove, a special study, that plants are all,more or

ash of the fuel , the slag is of an acid cha- the process is capable of yielding a nearly less, in motion ; and that certain classes of

racter, and the process is described as an pure iron , because it will eliminate all the movement are common to all of them .

acid process .The Bessemer process is an silicon , carbon , mangunese, and phos- “ The most widely -prevalent movement,'

acid process, because it is conducted in a con- phorus. The fibrouscharacter of wrought- say theauthors of theworknow before us,

verter lined with ganister - a highly silicious iron is due to the presence of oxide, which is essentially of the samenature as that of

substance , and because there is not sufficient is interstratified in laminæ with the pure the stem of a climbing plant,whichbends

basicmaterial to engage all thesilicicacid metal,and as the metal in thebasic con- successively to all pointsof the compass, so

as silicates. Other well-known processes verter at the end of the blow issomewhat that the tip revolves.” To this form of

are of a similar character, while the Catalan oxidised , he thinks that if small motion our authors have given the name of

will serve as an example of the basio pro- quantity of ferro -manganese be added circumnutation " ; and in a volume ex

The problem is to remove all, or - not sufficient to reduce all the tending over nearly 600 pages, record the

nearly all, the phosphorus from the metal, oxide - the ingot iron will , when rolled results of an enormous number of experi

and the theory of the basic process is that down , be found to possess a highly -fibrous ments, undertaken to unravel its mode of

the phosphorus must be oxidised to phos- texture, and those qualities of ductility , operation in the production of the successive

phoric acid, in order that the acidsoformed malleability, and welding which renderthe phenomena of growth in a plant. What

may unite with , and be held by , a metallic best Swedish and Norway irons so valuable. diverse effectsmay be traced to this curious

base, as a phosphate of lime or a phosphate In other words, he thinks that the iron pro- movement will be seen when we enumerate

of iron . Butunless the slag is of a highly ducedby the basicdephosphorising process among them : the passageoftheradicles.

basic character, and the operation is con- from anyoreswillbeeven better,as itwillcer- downward, and the stems of seedlings up

ducted in the absence of carbonicoxide,the tainly becheaper,thantheproductoftheScan- wards, throughthe earth ;the great sweeps

silicic acid and the carbonic oxide will dinavian furnaces. The pig-metaldestined madebythe stems of twining plants and

decompose the phosphates oflime and iron, to be treated by the basic dephosphorising the tendrils of other climbers; the so -called

and reduce them to phosphides, which re- process inay bemade from thelowest- priced " sleep " of many plants ; the movements of

turn the phosphorus to the iron. That is class of ores, smelted in the most economical various organs towards the light; and the

the outline of the question ; but there are manner in a blast - furnace, with a hot-blast position ultimately assumed by the young

many points of detail which have led to of great volume and high temperature, and leaves and other organs. The mode of ob

much discussion amongst ironmasters, and thus be thecheapest pig -metal produced ; servation adopted was most ingenious.

notwithstanding the success already achieved and as such metal can be put into fibrous “ Plants growing in pots, ” we are told,

at Eston, there are many who still doubt wrought iron by the basic dephosphorising were protected wholly from the light, or

whether the basic process will revolutionise process a much less cost than hail the light admitted from above

the trade of certain districts. In theory the that or any other iron can be by the one side, as the case might require, and

process is this. The Bessemer converter puddling process, he expects that the were covered above by a large horizontal

being lined with lime --- a basic material- history of the latter process will be closed at sheet of glass, and with another vertical

the temperature required to keep themetal an early day. We will not attempt to sheet on one side. A glass filament, not

fluid may be maintained with but little follow Mr. Reese through the operations he thicker than a horsehair, andfrom a quarter

waste ,and such waste helpstoforma described ; but he, at least, is clearly a to three-quarters of an inch in length, was

highly basic slag. The metal being thus believer in the new process, for it is possible, affixed to the part to beobserved, by means

kept fluid, it may be desiliconised , decar- according to his views, to convert the basic of shellac dissolved in alcohol.

bonised, and dephosphorised at one opera- metal into ingot iron , which, when rolled , the end of the glass filament an excessively

tion : i.e. , the metal isblown untilthe will havea fine crystalline texture, and yet minute bead of black sealing -was, was

silicon is oxidised, and unites with bases to be tough and ductile ; thus producing cemented, below or behind which a bit of

form silicates ; the blow is continued until wrought metal both fibrous and crystalline, card with a black dot was fixed to a stick

the carbonic oxidedisappears,and the metal of a quality superior to any hitherto ob- driven into the ground.
The bead

is then , in the absence of free silicic tained. Further, as the purest iron will and the dot on the card wereviewed through

acid and carbonic oxide, quickly dephos- I take up the largest amount of chemically the horizontal or vertical glass plate (accord
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ing to the position of the object), and when arthropoda ; and then sums up the result of tical and practical treatise on the strains,

one exactly covered the other a dot was made his investigation so far in a chapter, entitled designing , and erection of works of con

on the glass plats with a sharp - pointed " Data concerning the Brain derived from struction , and we further learn by the pre

stick dipped in thick Indian - ink. Other the Study of theNervousSystem of Inverte- face, that it is “ not intended in any way,

dots were made at short intervals of time, brates. " We next have a description in as an elementary introduction only to the

and these were afterwardsjoined by straight successive chapters of the brain of fishes science of construction, but deals fully and

lines." . It will suffice to mention, without and amphibia ,and the brain of reptiles and finally with all the subjects included in its

describing, another mode of observation, in of birds. Foundeduponthe data so far accu- syllabus.” The latter includes, besides the

which two paper triangles were fixed to the mulated , follow discussions on the scope of usual rudiments of the art of construction,

glass filament, one at each end. The mind , reflex acion,and unconsciouscognition, a consideration of bending stress, deflection

volume is profusely illustrated with repro- sensation, ideation , and perception, con- and distortion, iron arches, suspension

ductions of the very remarkable figures thus sciousness in lower animals, the nature and bridges, columns and struts, combinations

described by various parts of growing origin ofinstincts ,and nascentreason ,emotion , of girders, stability, retaining walls, arches,

plants ; a full description of the experiment imagination, and volition . And this brings us abutments, buttresses, piers and founda

of which it is the visible record being to the brain of quadrupeds and some other tions, &c . It is sufficient to say that the

appended to each diagram . Incidentally, mammals, and to the brain of quadrumana . author has satisfactorily, dealt with these

many curious observations are recorded . In the chapter under this last title , the vexed points-to his own mind - in 250 pages of

Among them is that of the sensitiveness of question of the anatomical distinctious comparatively small octavo. Seeing that

the tip - and the tip only - of the radicle, between the human brain and that of the Bindon Stoney's “ Theory of Strains in

or rootlet of a seedling ; which bends away higher apes is lucidly and exhaustively dis- Girders and similar Structures," is a volume

from any obstacle, and, in fact, selects, as it cussed ; which leads naturally to the suc- of some 600 pages, the exact value of the

were , its own path. It is hardly an ex- ceeding one on the mental capacities and author's assertion can be gauged with toler

aggeration to say,” remark thº Messrs. powers of higher brutes. The next three able accuracy. Nevertheless, his book is a

Darwin , “ that the tip of the radicle thus chapters are devoted to the development useful elementary introduction to the sub

endowed, and having the power of directing and external configuration of the human ject of materials and construction, and it is

the movements of the adjoining parts, acts brain , and that following to the passage a pity , in one sense , that he should have

like the brain of one of the lower animals : from brute to human intelligence. Then we claimed for it more than it is entitled to.

the brain being seated within the anterior return to the internal structure of the brain , Students who have mastered the rudiments

end of the body, receiving impressions from and the functional relations of its principal of geometry , and are not frightened by the

the sense -organs, and directing the several parts. Under the head of “ Pbrenology, simplest ofthe mathematical formulæ , will

movements. " For actual details of the Old and New ,” Dr. Bastian cuts every probably find the work a good stepping.

authors' researches, and of the conclusions sbred of ground from under the feet of up- stone to the larger and more elaborate

which they draw from them , wemust refer holders of the system of Gall and Spurz- treatises, while the practical workman will,

the reader to the work itself. No one heim , and shows irrefragably how hope- from the comparative simplicity with which

interested in physiologicalbotany can afford lessly wrong they were in their divisions of the subject is treated, peruse it with profit,

to dispense with its perusal. the brain into their so -called “ phrenolo- and possibly with some pleasure. The

The Brain as
gical organs.” The remainder of the work following sentence from p. 2 , will serve to

an Organ of Mind. By is devoted to thewill and voluntary move- show that the treatment of the subject, is
H. CHARLTON BASTIAN , M.D., F.R.S.

ments, “ cerebral mental substrata " ; rather elementary, and that the phraseo

London : C. Kegan Paul and Co. 1880.
speaking, reading, and writing, as mental logy might be revised with advantage.

PSYCHOLOGISTS may be broadly divided into and physiological processes,and thecerebral " All so - called solid matter really consists

two classes. The first regards mind as a relations of speech and thought ; and con- of numerous aggregations of very small

positive entity existing beyond and out- cludes with the discussion of some further particles, each such aggregation forming

side of the brain altogether ; and playing, problems in regard to the localisation of a molecule, and these molecules are of the
as it were , upon it as a skilful performer higher cerebral functions. There is also an same materials as the mass. ” The latter

does upon an organ . The second fails to see appendix on what has been called the part of this sentence seems so self-evident,
the possibility of separating mental phe- muscular sense. In these final chapters that it is doubtful whether it can be called

nomena from the organism in which they most interesting illustrations of the ideas even " elementary ” information ; but it is

have their origin ; and conceive it to be as advanced as to the precise portions of the a curious sentence altogether, for we might

unphilosophical to speak of mind as inde- brain involved in various mental operations, ask why “ so - called ," why “ solid ," and

pendent of the brain , as it would be to in- are derived from observations made on per- why an aggregation of particles should be
vent a

bilious principle " external to the sons who have sustained different forms of called a molecule ? Such a sentence is

liver. It is, we need scarcely say, to the cerebral injury. In this way, for example , indeed remarkable, when we find theauthor

latter school that the author of the very able the power ot articulate speech appears to objecting to the application of the term

work now before us belongs -- a work which be traceable to the third left frontal convo permanent set,” to what is really perman

cannot fail to make its mark in the history lution of the human brain. Ferrier's re- entdeflection, and saying " I have thought

of mental science. “ The word 'mind,'” says markable experiments on the brain of the it desirable to allude to this matter, as

Dr. Bastian, “ comes to be used most fre- monkey are also described in some detail, nothing tends more to confusion than the

quently, not as a general abstract name and the important conclusions derivable slovenly misapplication of technical terms."

answering to no independent reality, but as from them are discussed at length . When

though it corresponded to a real and posi- we say that, printed on rather thin paper, Life. ByJAMES PLATT. London : Simpkin,

tive something,existing of and by itself. A Dr. Bastian's volume extends over 700 pages
Marshall, and Co.

similar popular fallacy attaches to the ( its index occupying 8 more) , and that no The author of this little book is tolerably

common acceptation of the word ' life . ' To less than 184 wooodcuts are scattered well -known to readers of English books,
many this also is the name of an entity, through the text, it will be seen how im- by his previous works on “ Business,

though, in reality, it is only a more general possible it is to give here much more than Morality ,” and “ Money." Mr. Platt has

abstraction, including under it the one with a bare catalogue of the chapters composing been an extensive reader during his life,
which we are now concerned. The term it . We trust, however, that we may have and has not forgotten what he has read .

mind ,' indeed, no more corresponds to a succeeded in affording some idea of the The present work contains,amongst others,

definite self-existing principle than the word manner in which the author has treated a chapters on - Is Life worth living ? Life of

magnetism .' ” Viewing, then , mind as subject of the highest interest and import- the future, health and recreation, common

inseparable from the brain, our author com- ance ; and that we need add nothing more sense , thrift, marriage, religion, human

mences with an inquiry into the uses and to commend the work under review to the destiny, all of which are treated in a read

origin of a nervous system ; and begins at careful and attentive perusal of every one able style, and in words of wisdom . Mr.

the very beginning with a description of who may wish to understand in what sense, Platt marshals his arguments well, quotes

that primitive form of animal life, the and to whatextent , the brain must be re- appropriately, and when he critieises an

amoeba, so familiar to the microscopist, garded as the organ of mind .
author-as he does in the case of a well

which , without any perceptible trace of known scheme for compulsory thrift - does

nerves, yet feeds upon solid food, and Material and Construction. By FRANCIS
so with convincing force. What he has to

executes well -marked independent move
CAMPIN , C.E. London : Crosby Lock

ments. How more highlyorganised creatures
wood and Co.

say — whether we agree with him or notmis

always worth reading, and what to some is

may be seen to develop from encysted IF we were to take this work and measure it more, it is readable.

mairices of amoeboid origin, and how, in by the standard set up by the author in his

living substance of high excitability and preface,we are afraid it would be found Organs and Organ Building. ByC. A.

contrac ile power, the rudiments of nerves sadly deficient ; for the author tells us that
EDWARDS, London : The Bazaar Office.

arise, is clearly set forth . Then the general his object was to produce a work dealing For organists and others who wish to gain

structure of a nervous system is given in comprehensively with the subject of a general knowledge of the organ and its

detail ; and this is followed by a description materials and their use in certain branches history this work seems well suited, as it

of the sense organs. Hence , Dr. Bastian pro- of constructive art - viz., the works usually contains a fairly complete description of the

ceeds to give a full account of the nervous intrusted to civil engineers and architects. various parts and appliances which have

system of molluscs, of vermes , and of the According to the title -page, it is a theore- | been introduced up to the present time, while


